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The research method utilizing light as *in-vivo* imaging has benefits not only for scientifically observing the symptom occurring *in vivo* directly from our eyes but for giving us a chance to observe noninvasively experimental animals without sacrifice death from ethical point of view. I have been working on rats physically larger than mice to generate genetically-modified rats. The Luciferase Tg rat has been paid more attention from all over the world that it has been acting as an *in vivo* imaging tool without sacrificing the tissue or organ transplanted recipient animals. We should share these state-of-the-art tools internationally if we take contributions to further more patients into consideration.

The sharing of genetically-modified rats is not good enough to give a fruit to scientific research results. I have a dream to give a cutting-edge treatment to patients suffering from pain globally as soon as available through newly developed technology of mine on luminescent substances by sharing it with researchers in Japan and overseas.
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Generation of the Luciferase-expressing Human Cancer Cell Resource
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Handling of Cell and genetically modified animal
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Development of new treatment method in fat regeneration
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Preparation of hepatocyte and lymphocytes obtained from Luc Tg rats